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Abstract 
Navigation is an important element of passenger transport. As technology changed, navigation systems have also 
expanded and evolved. Since one of our most common everyday transport methods is cars, it is important to focus on 
their navigation devices. Their appearance has a great influence on how safe the driver can get from one place to 
another. Our hypothesis was that certain national peculiarities (infrastructure, culture, GDP) have influences on 
driving habits and built-in GPS usage. To examine this assumption, we created a Google Form – it is known to 
everyone and easy to use. Chosen countries for the comparison were Hungary and Romania. In addition, we were 
curious whether drivers are satisfied with their current built-in GPS. In general, users are satisfied with the features of 
the navigation interface and there is no great difference in the needs of the two countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the need arose in humans to change their location, it was an important aspect how short, how economical or 
how spectacular the route was. Initially verbal or possibly written (graphic) instructions helped the traveller to achieve 
their goal. As the means of transport changed, so did the requirements for navigation equipment. The increasing pace of 
life has led to the need for faster and more automated tools. Nowadays most people use their mobile phones for 
navigation, but before the advent of smartphones there were "electronic" navigation devices. With the proliferation of 
automobiles, in-car navigation devices also appeared: the first one came out only 100 years ago, in 1909 (The 
Automobile 1909). Since then, built-in GPSs have undergone a major change, but their goal has remained the same: to 
support the driver to go from A to B in the best possible way. To get the information about this optimal route, from time 
to time the driver should look at – and if it is necessary, use – the interface. For a safe ride, this glance should take no 
more than a few seconds. Built-in navigation systems have the ability to make a complex impact on the relationship 
between users and their environment. Empirical and theoretical analyses show that the use of GPS alters the 
understanding of the world around people, their learning habits, their navigation techniques, their knowledge of spaces 
and places (Leshed et al. 2008). This shows how important it is to have the right amount of button/function/information 
on the display. As there are many developers, there are many interfaces too; however, there are also similarities among 
them. Examining these from a user perspective can help you determine whether drivers are satisfied with their current 
built-in device and, if not, what features can help improve these devices. 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Background 

The topic may seem superfluous, since navigation software companies are expected to meet user requirements. In 
contrast, the only study published in Hungary on this subject was 9 years ago. 109 people answered the 153 questions 
(Varga 2011). In Romania, however, we do not know any studies that deal with the topic. There is a study regarding 
habits in traffic that concerns the use of the navigation systems, but no more than that (Mihai 2018). There is poor 
coverage of this topic in other foreign literature as well: Al Mahmud's 2009 publication describes 15 interviewees who 
have all used only TomTom navigation. Naturally, the fact that there are no surveys about this topic does not mean that 
the built-in GPSs on the market are not suitable for the users. With this research we had a dual goal: 

•  On one hand, to find out whether drivers are satisfied with their current built-in GPS, 

• On the other hand, to understand whether certain national peculiarities have influences on the driving habits, 
and especially on built-in GPS usage. 

Hungary was chosen because the first author is Hungarian, and it was expected that she could get the most fill in the 
domestic area. For the country to be compared the main consideration was that the language of the country should be 
spoken exclusively by those who live within its borders. For example, a German-language questionnaire can be 
completed in both Austria and Germany – not to mention those who speak German as a foreign language worldwide. 
For this reason, Romania was a good choice also because the Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics at ELTE 
has a good relationship with Babeș-Bolyai University. The language of the questionnaire aimed at drivers in Hungary 
was Hungarian. The questionnaire for drivers in Romania was bilingual: as Hungarians make up the largest minority 
within the country, Hungarian was also available along with the Romanian language. In the remainder of the article, we 
do not distinguish between the two groups according to their nationality, but according to the country within the drivers 
live. Based on these we will talk about "Hungarian" and "Romanian" drivers. 

In order to reach as many people as possible, we created a web questionnaire, a Google Form, which most users could 
be familiar with. The two questionnaires were published in two parts, but within one year. The first, fully Hungarian 
questionnaire was available for two months (December 2018 – January 2019) and more than 1000 fills were received 
during this time. The Romanian questionnaire was available for four months (October 2019 – January 2020) and it was 
filled by over 400 people. 

Structure 

The two questionnaires contain the same structure and the same questions, but in different languages. However, there is 
one difference: the first question in the Romanian questionnaire concerns the language in which they would like to 
complete it: thus, this questionnaire contains twice the structure of the questions presented below (Figure 1). 

Three separated "pages" were created. On the first page, we asked general questions that everyone had to fill out – there 
was only one criterion: a driver had to fill it. We asked a total of 17 questions: about half of them were personal (age, 
gender, education, etc.), while the other half were already related to driving habits (e.g. how often they drive under 
certain circumstances, how many kilometres they drive per year). The last two questions were asked about the existence 
and use of the built-in GPS. It depended on the answer they gave what kind of questions the answerer got next.  

Those who answered "NO" to the usage question may have been those who have no built-in navigation, or who have it, 
just do not use it. Since this part of the respondents was less relevant to the research, we did not overload them – they 
had only three more questions. 

The main part of the questionnaire concerned those who use built-in GPS. We divided the "YES" page into three 
sections: the first 16 questions were general, mainly asked about the system and the user’s relationship (“Yes” 
questions). We also asked two questions about what they liked and missed in their navigation system. In the next part 
we tried to dig deeper and ask for smaller details (Detailed questions). After the 12 questions that were asked here, there 
was a volunteer section (we did not want anyone who got here so far to get tired of the questionnaire and quit without 
submitting, so we made it optional to fill out this part – which required a little more thinking).We were curious about 
two things: what the driver saw in the "map" view of his GPS, and if (s)he could put together the features that (s)he 
wanted to see. For these questions we gave options to choose from in advance, but also gave them the opportunity to 
give their own answer (Questions about the surfaces). 
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Figure 1. The structure of the questionnaire. Separated “pages” are marked with red, sections with orange.  
Required questions marked with green, optionals with blue. 

RESULTS 

As shown in the figure above, we asked a total of 50 questions. Too many answers cannot be presented in an article, 
therefore we had to generalize – due to concentrating on the title of the article we abandoned the “No” questions, a 
significant part of General questions, “Yes” questions, and small part of Detailed questions. 

From the general questions we only highlight those that are relevant to the article – that is, somehow connected to the 
built-in GPS’s interface. Of the two countries, people in Hungary bought fewer used cars (65–75%), but more people 
used someone else's (e.g. parent's) car, and only 20% had their own new car. In Europe, the average vehicle age is 10.5 
years (ACEA REPORT 2018). In comparison, both countries are above this: the average age of Hungarian cars is ≈14, 
while Romanian cars are 13 years old. From this data, it was expected that few cars had built-in GPS. Interestingly, 
although Hungarian cars with built-in GPS are younger, Romania still has more built-in GPSs (Figure 2). 

  

Figure 2. Proportion of users using built-in GPS –  
situation in Hungary on the left, in Romania on the right 
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Appearance 

We have provided 5 possible placement modes for the built-in GPS interface (Figure 3). With the first option, we 
wanted to favour left-handers in particular, as we assumed it would be easier for them to handle the surface on the left. 
The second place is behind the wheel on the dashboard. At the top of the center console is the number three GPS, in the 
center console itself, in its "usual place" has the number four, while the number five is the surface projected onto the 
glass. We wanted to know where the surface is now and where the drivers themselves would like to see it, where it 
would be most comfortable for them.  

 
Figure 3. Possibilities for built-in navigation placement (www.vectorstock.com) 

Currently, "usual placed" GPSs are clearly dominating the market (Table 1). In contrast, the most comfortable position 
for the built-in GPS could not be easily decided neither among the Hungarians, nor among the Romanians. While 
Hungarians prefered options 2–5 equally, Romanians favoured options 3 and 4, but there is no clear winner neither here, 
nor there. 

Table 1. Percentages of responses to the current and potential placement  

Placement Current 
interface 

 - Hungarian - 

Recommended 
interface 

- Hungarian - 

Current 
interface 

 - Romanian - 

Recommended 
interface 

- Romanian - 

1 (folding left) 0 % 4 % 0 % 0 % 

2 (dashboard) 12 % 23 % 5 % 18 % 

3 (foldable) 18 % 25 % 20 % 31 % 

4 (“usual place”) 66 % 24 % 74 % 35 % 

5 (projected onto the windscreen) 4 % 24 % 1 % 16 % 

 

The GPS data input method is largely the same in both countries: the touchscreen is around 76%, while navigation knob 
is ≈ 20%. Romanians are the majority with voice-controlled GPS, but forming only 5%. An interesting question from a 
cartographic perspective is what “view” drivers usually use. They had the opportunity to mark whether they used 
perspective or top view, or they oriented the map north. Because the directional view was not a separate option, we 
assumed that who did not specifically indicate the north orientation would use the directional view. Based on these it 
can be said that drivers generally use the perspective view in the direction of travel. 
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Voice 

There are two things regarding the sound: either the user is talking to the device or the device is talking to the user. For 
the former, the language may be interesting. For Hungarians: half of the device is in Hungarian, 12% navigates the user 
in other languages. 21% does not speak Hungarian, while 17% does not speak at all. For Romanians: almost 60% 
speaks the user's language, 20% another language. 13% does not speak Hungarian/Romanian and 10% is soundless. 
Based on these it can be said that there are more imported cars in Hungary than in Romania. For the latter, language is 
an exciting question too. In Romania a higher percentage can be used for voice guidance. In cases where it is possible to 
give voice instructions to the system, the percentage of those who use it is almost exactly the same in the two countries. 
30% use it for address searching, the rest do not use this option. In addition to speech, click sound can be heard on the 
interface. Romanian devices make a much higher percentage of making “ click” sound (77–56%) and most people are 
not disturbed by this feature.  

Subtleties 

In the following, we publish the details of various functions of navigation systems and how they are used by drivers. In 
both countries, there are less than 10% who turn off "night mode" (and fewer people who do not even know it exists). 
GPS device offers in 80% of cases alternative routes when planning: more than 90% of drivers use this feature. 50% 
usually enter more intermediate destinations, either on the way or pre-typed. Often visited addresses are filled in by 
only 10% each time, the others either save them as favourites (most often addresses of family members/friends – many 
Romanians still save workplace address) or recall them from the history. There is a significant difference in the number 
of saved addresses: in both cases ≈ 70% store less than 10 pieces, however half of the Romanians, but 35% of 
Hungarians have less than 5 addresses. 

It could be a cardinal question whether drivers use the surface while driving. This in itself presents dangers, but if the 
right amount and quality of information is available on the surface, the hazard can be reduced. ≈ 60% of drivers use the 
GPS while driving. The percentages are exactly the same in the two countries: 37% while driving, 32% standing at a red 
light and 30% uses the built-in navigation sideways off the road. The remaining one percent touches the interface 
regardless of traffic situation. More than 70% use the GPS to enter a new address – this is interesting because according 
to Table 2, the “Add new destination button” is not required by drivers directly on the interface. 

Figure 2 shows that people in Romania are more likely to use built-in GPS. Hence, the question is whether drivers are 
looking for an up-to-date map (database) on the device. Figure 4 shows that a higher percentage (more than 75%) 
updates the database. They are aware that they have the opportunity to do this and are able to do it. There is also a big 
difference between drivers in the two countries regarding the frequency of the upgrade: while Hungarians do this every 
year or even less frequently, Romanians do it more often (even quarterly). 

 

Figure 4. Update habits for drivers using built-in GPS 
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DISCUSSION 

The last two voluntary questions were about what the drivers see now and what they want to see in the "map" view of 
the built-in GPS. We gave the same possible answers for both questions, and the fillers also had the opportunity to 
respond personally. After comparing the answers of the two questions, the responses were divided into four groups: 
"have it, and want it", "have it, but do not want it", "do not have it, but want it" and "do not have it, and do not want it". 
With the help of these groups four user interfaces (current/recommended) for the two countries were created. As the 
purpose of this study was to examine the needs of drivers in the two countries, we illustrate the completed surfaces by 
country. The current one is shown on the left and the recommended one is shown on the right (see below). We got the 
current interface by merging the "have it and want it" and the "have it and don't want it" groups. A total of 24 functions 
were marked by the fillers and Figure 5 shows these in percentage distribution (based on the votes). Not all of them 
were depicted, only those for which at least 10% of the total number of drivers voted. We used all four groups to create 
the recommended interface, but we combined the values into two groups: I want = "have it, and want it" + "do not have 
it, but want it" and I don't want = "have it, but do not want" + "do not have it, and do not want it". We do not show all of 
them, we set a limit due to the number of votes. We drew a line, but we still illustrate where the number of 'no' does not 
exceed the 'yes' by one and a half times.  

 

Figure 5. Possible functions in percentage distribution (based on votes)  

In the following we demonstrate how each function was presented and according to what criteria – based on Figure 6/a. 
The general rule is, "the more important, the more it moves to the left" for the built-in GPSs, since the drivers are also 
on the left, that is, the most important information is closer to them. Since we traditionally start reading from the top left 
corner, it is advisable to move these functions to the top. (These habits are true for both countries.) During driving, apart 
from your current position, the next manoeuvre is the most important, which is why the turning distance and turning 
direction (along with the turning street name) are placed in this special location. The lane assist is presented as a pop-up 
and – as it is organically linked to the next manoeuvre – it is placed directly below the turning properties. The icon for 
our current position is located in the bottom-middle, so the driver can look as far off from the screen as possible; the 
speed of the vehicle and its altitude are related to this. Arrival address, distance and time are all important information, 
but the driver will only look at it if (s)he has to go on time; this eplains why they were put in the bottom-middle. The 
local time, the radio, the zoom icon and the compass have no particular significance, but they were requested by the 
fillers; therefore, they were placed in farther locations. Although the mute button has a low proportion, it still occupies a 
more central position, mainly due to space saving. The other features are all related to the map itself and its content; 
street names, road numbers, points of interest (POI) along the route and traffic information are now visible to users on 
their GPS. The main menu and settings buttons are usually not on the display itself, but on the car's centre console, that 
is its language depends on the vehicle.  
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Hungarian interface 

NNG Ltd.’s user experience designers assisted us in the professional presentation of the data according to the above-
mentioned aspects. In the diagrams below, we highlight features where the current interface (on the left) and the 
requested interface (on the right) are different. Table 2 compares the four surfaces relative to each other. According to 
Hungarian fillers, there are currently 19 features on their navigation interface. In contrast, they themselves would 
require only 15 features: they would like to leave out the altitude, POIs, mute, and radio button. In this case, although 
less information is displayed on the screen, there is minimal difference at first sight (Figure 6). 

   

Figure 6. Hungarians’ current interface on the left (framed in orange) and the requested interface on the right  
(framed in red), highlighting the features in which they differ (NNG Ltd.) 

Romanian interface 

Romanians currently have 20 functions on display. They see GPS accuracy instead of altitude and have an “Add new 
destination button”. For the latter, it is rather surprising that it does not appear on other interfaces, as drivers will prefer 
to use this button while driving as described in chapter Subtleties. In the Romanian recommended interface only 12 
functions are located. They do not care about new the destination button, arrival address, GPS accuracy, mute, radio 
button, north direction, POIs and speed. The difference here is even more significant – not only compared to what 
Romanians currently see, but also to the needs of the Hungarians. 

    

Figure 7. Romanians’ current interface on the left (framed in orange) and the requested interface on the right  
(framed in red), highlighting the features in which they differ (NNG Ltd.) 
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Table 2. Functions highlighted by fillers, marked on which interface they appear  

Function Current 
interface 

 - Hungarian - 

Recommended 
interface 

- Hungarian - 

Current 
interface 

 - Romanian - 

Recommended 
interface 

- Romanian - 

Add new destination button   +  

Altitude +    

Arrival address + + +  

Arrival distance + + + + 

Arrival time + + + + 

Arrival weather     

Delete previous destination button     

Fuel consumption     

GPS accuracy   +  

Lane assist + + + + 

Local time + + + + 

Map + + + + 

Mute +  +  

North direction + + +  

POIs next to route +  +  

Radio +  +  

Route number + + + + 

Settings button + + + + 

Speed value + + +  

Street name + + + + 

Traffic information + + + + 

Turning direction + + + + 

Turning distance + + + + 

Zoom button + + + + 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results obtained from the comparisons of the two counties we can conclude: 

• The results clearly show that the current, most common location of the built-in GPS (centre console) is not at 
all ideal for drivers. However, since there seems to be no obviously good place (but the navigation interface 
has to be placed somewhere), the current placement is just as acceptable as any other. In general, users are 
satisfied with the features of the navigation interface. Since they have never used anything else, the question is 
whether they do not know if they want other features or they really consider the current one. Nevertheless, if 
they could set up the device themselves, they would put fewer buttons on it. It can be said that – according to 
the users – currently the display is (more or less) cluttered. 

• As for the two countries, more people have built-in GPS and younger cars in Romania (this is not surprising 
when comparing the GDP of the two countries). At the same time, more attention and energy is being paid by 
them to keep the GPS database up to date. For most questions there is no significant difference between the 
two countries. Their current navigation interface looks the same (fillers remember the same things), but 
Romanians would be satisfied with far fewer functions than Hungarians.  
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